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The Kansas State Depar tment of Education classifi es the high 
schools of the state into three groups, namely , class 11 .An schools, 
class "B" schools, and class "C'' schools. The classification is based 
on schools fulfilling certain conditions such as, qualifi cations of 
the administrator and the teaching staff; equipment, school plant , etc. 
Administrators i n class "A" and 11 B" schools must hold a Kansas Admin-
istrator 1 s Certificate, but this is not so in class "C " high schools. 
Teachers in class "A" schools must have at l east fifteen s emester hours 
of preparation in a teaching field, in class "B" schools at least 
1 
twelve hours, ar:rl in class 11C11 schools at l east eight hours. 
During the war the shortage of teachers led to a relaxing of 
these requirements. This was not meant to be a permanent lower ing of 
standards, but rather an emergency measure to meet the extreme short-
age of teachers. What effect t hi s r elaxing of standards may have had 
on the efficiency of our high schools is a matter of question. Req-
uirements in regard to equipment and condition of the school plant 
must be met by a school before it is accredited. These requirements 
·become more exacting when a school is accredited on a hig~er level. 
Schools· are accredited by the State Board of Education on r ecommend-
ation of the high school supervisors. 
1. Kansas State Department of Education, The Kansas Hi gh School 
Handbook (Topeka, Stat~ Printer, 1945), pp. 26-3~ 
Statement of Problem 
To any int erested reader or teacher, the purpose of this 
study was to discover signif icant differences, if any, in achieve-
ment of student s in the t hree classes of high schools . This brings 
the reader directly to the general problem of the thesis which may 
2 
be stated as follows, "The Comparative Achievement of Entering College 
Freshmen Based on Standardized Tests and Semester Grade Poi nt. 11 
More specifically , the problem was to di'scover: (1 ) significant 
differences , if any, in achievement of college freshmen f rom class 
11 A11 , "B" an9- 11 C11 high schools i n Kansas, by the use of standardized 
tests in English, mathematics, physical science, biological science, 
and social science, ( 2) significant differences, if any, in semester 
grade point, (3) t he effect of military ser vice on achievement, (4) 
correlation of ment al test scores with scores made in the entrance 
tests, and with first semester average grade point • 
. Related Research 
Smith, in 1942, compared the intelligence scores of Kansas 
University fr eshmen. He concluded, "There is some tendency in the 
direction of a regular progression in average i ntelligence of sub-
jects from smallest to l ar gest communities, but regularity is not 
disclosed. 112 
2. Mapheus Smith, "Intelligence of University Students by Size 
of Community of Residence," School and Society, LV (May 16, 1942) , 567 . 
3 
Jackson made a study of Nebraska University freshmen in 1925; 
He found little difference in t he scholastic success of students from 
different classes of high schools . 3 
Reed, in a Master ' s thesis at Fort Hays Kansas State College 
in 1937, found that t here was no appreciable difference i n achievement 
among student s from class "A" , 11 B11 , and "C" hi gh schools in Kansas . 4 
Bos, in 1932, made a study of achievement &~ong men students 
in t he freshman class at the University of Michigan. He reached t he 
conclusion that students from larger high schools were somewhat 
superior both in results on a psychological examination and in honor 
point achievement in various subjects on entrance examinations. How-
ever, students from small high schools made more progress and sur-
5 passed the students f rom larger high schools i n regular class work. 
Wellborn, in 1945, compared t he achievement of t eachers ' college 
freshmen and freshmen from other colleges on the A. C. E. Psychological 
Examination. He concluded, ·"Teachers 1 college freshmen are somewhat low-
er than other freshmen in a chievement, but the opinion that they are 
6 
markedly low in ability is not supported by the facts herein presented. 11 
3 . G. L. J ackson, The Influence of t he Clas s of High School upon 
Success in the University of Nebraska, Master ' s Thesis , University of 
Nebraska(l926 . ) -
4. Edgar Reed,~ St udy of t he Relative Achievement of Pupils in 
Class A, Class B, arrl Class C High Schools in t he State of Kansas, 
Master's Thesis, Fort Hays Kansas State College (1937 ) , 7;6. 
5. Henry L. Bos,~ Study of the Comparative Honor Points Made 
During the Freshman Year~ Graduates of Small High Schools and Lar ge 
High Schools, Master's Thesis, University of Michi gan (1932,J 
6. Ernest L. Wellborn, "The Qualit y of Students Attendi ng Teachers' 
Colleges," Journal of Educational Research, XL\:I X (May, 1946 ) , 669 . 
4 
Dwyer, in 1929-1931, made a study of fr eshmen classes at the 
University of Michigan. He ·found that there was a significant positive 
correlation between size of high school and first semester gr ades , 
but that t he size of this coeff icient decreased until by the end of 
two or more years its size was so small as to be insignificant . He 
found that students from small high schools who survived the elimin-
ations were at least t he equals and perhaps the superiors of the 
students from l arge high schools who had also .survived. He s tated, 
furthermore , that no one had so far established the existence of a 
relationshi p between the academic success of students in college and 
t he size of the high school from whi ch they graduated which was 
definite enough t o serve as the basis of' individual prediction. 7 
Ayres, in 1927, made a study of freshmen entering the engineer -
ing school at Iowa State Coll ege . He reported, 11 In high school class 
si ze, ver y l ar ge and very small institl .. t i ons seem to prepare for 
college more thoroughl y than do t hose of intermediate size . 11 8 
Benz, in 1925 , made a study of high schools in the central 
part of the United States , and found that students from large city 
high schools did better college work than student s f r om small high 
schools. 9 
7. P. S. Dwyer, trs ome Suggestions Concerning t he Relationship 
Existing between Size of Hi gh _School Attended and Success in Hi gh 
School,tr Journal of Educational Research , XXI (December, 1938) , pp . 271-81. 
8. Q. C. Ayres, 11 A Study of Engineering Education at Iowa State 
College as Based on Facts and Opinions of Students and Alumni ," Iowa 
State College Engineering Yearbook (1927), 80. 
9. H. E. Benz, 11Size of City and School Effici ency, 11 Midland 
Schools, XL (May, 1926), ~13 . 
5 
Douglas, in 1931, made a study of a five-term academic record 
of students who entered the University of Oregon in 1930. He conclud-
ed t hat, 
.• The zero order coefficient of correlation between 
size of school from which gr aduated and college success was 
no greater than .04. An examination of the correlation 
scatter diagrams indicates that s tudents from schools of 
less than four teachers do not do quite so well as do thos e 
from the larger high schools, but the difference is small-
less than .25 of a gr ade point-and the overlapping is great, 
almost as many outstanding stude£0s coming from the smaller schools a s from the larger ones. 
Gowan and Gooch, at the University of Maine in 1926, used the 
freshman average as indicating academic success, but applied it only 
to students who had graduated from college. They reported, 
The general trend of these results clearly points to the 
conclusion that the q_uality of high school does not play 
more than an insignific!£t par~ in subsequent college wo r k 
which the student does . 
Clark sampled freshmen entering ·the College of Liberal Ar ts at 
Northwestern University and found , 
The correlation between high school rank and college rank 
was equal to , 70 when the size of the hi gh . school class was 
greater than 100. The correlation was not a s good when 12 graduates of high schools of smaller size were admitted. 
10. Harl R. Douglas, "Relation of the Pattern of Hi gh School 
Credi ts to Scholastic Success in College , 11 Iforth Central Association 
Quarterly, VI (December, 1931), pp 296-97. ---
11. J. w. Gowan and M, Gooch, 11 The Mental Attainment of Coll ege 
Students in Relation to Preparatory School and Heredity," Journal of 
Educational Psychology, XVII (September, 1926) , 417. 
12. E. L. Clark, "Selection of Freshmen at Northwestern Uni ver-
sity College of Liberal Ar.ts, 11 Educational Record, VIII (April, 1927) , 
128. 
6 
Thornberg stu,died the classes entering the State College of . 
Washington in 1921 and 1922. He used total honor points as a measure 
of Academic success and found, 
•. .. Students from large schools are superior in scholar-
ship in college to t hose coming from small hi gh schools . In 
generaLechol arship increases with the si ze of high school. 
The most marked differences in quality of college work is 
fo und between students coming f rom hi gh schools with an 
enrollment of more than 100 students. This does not seem 
due so much to difference in .native ability a s diff erence 
i n preparatory trai ni ng .13 
Pittinger in a st udy of classes -entering the University of 
Minnesota in 1910 and 1911 carried out a study in whic h he classified 
the high schools in terms of hundreds enrolled am found that, 
II •• graduat~s of t he larger hi gh schools may be expected slightly 
to surpass t he gr aduates of the smaller hi gh schools, when bot h 
' 14 reach college . 11 
Mi ss Brown made a study of fre shmen entering t went y colleges am 
universities in Michigan in the fal l of 1928. First semester aver age was 
taken as a measure of academic success . She reached this conclusion, 
.• . • There is a general tendency fo r student s from larger 
high schools to obtain somewhat better fi rst s emester gra~es 
but this trend is not co nsistent between hi gh schools of 
various sizes unless they are gr ouped r oughl y into three 
divisions: small, medium, and large . 15 
13. L. H. Thornberg, 11 College Scholarshi p a nd Size of Hi gh Schools" 
School and Society, XX (August 9, 1924) , pp. 191- 92. 
14. Ben Floyd Pittinger, "The Efficiency of College Students as 
Condit ioned by Age as Ent rance and Size of Hi gh School, 11 Sixteenth Year-
book of tre Ncl;_tional Society for t he Study of Educ ation , Part II (1917) 109. 
15. Ruth A. Brown, "A Study of Hi gh School an d Fi r st Semester College 
Records of Fr eshmen Entering Twenty Colleges and Universities in the Fall 
of 1928," Journal of Michigan School Masters ' Club (1930) , pp . 95- 96 . 
7 
These related studies indicate a lack of agreement, among tbose 
who have made them, on the effect of size or classification of high 
schools on the achievement of students when they enter college. 
Method 
The results of t he freshman entrance test s at Fort Hays Kansas 
State College in 1946, and t h e average grade point made by t hese fresh-
men during their first semester -in college, were used as data i n t he 
development of this study . 
The freshman tests were given at t he begi nning of the f al l semester 
of 1946 to 457 freshmen students from 143 cities and towns. Most of t hese 
students came from communities in the western half of Kan sas. The distri-
bution of these students is shown in Table I . 
The purpose of t hese tests was to make possible an al l ocat ion of 
the freshmen students i nto class groups vhere t hey might work most 
efficiently and hope for greater academic success. 
The f ollowing standardi zed tests were given : Henmon- Nelson Tests 
of Mental Abil ity- Form A, Barrett - Ryan English Test , The Kansas Mathe-
matics Test, Cooperat ive Biology Test, and non-standar dized test s in 
physical science an:i social science, whi ch were pr eviously made up by 
the faculty of Fort Hays Kans as St ate College. Copies of these tests 
are to be f ound in the Appendix. 
All t est s were tttime tests 11 , t he length of the t est period ranging 
from t hirty to f i fty minutes. An i ntermissi on of t en minutes or more was 
given between each two tests. 
8 
The test scores were expressed in two ways, namely , "raw score" 
and 11 percentile scoren. The percentile scores were not based on nation-
al norms, but were computed for the local group. No percentile scores 
were determined f or the Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability. The per-
centil e ratings were used in determining the particular secti on to which 
an individual student might be assigned ~n a gi ven subject field , for 
example, fre shman English. 
The average gr ade point for each student was obt ained f rom the 
records in t he Registrar's Of f ice. Thi s grade point was determined by 
using t he f ollowing numer ical value f or each letter grade : A- 3, B- 2, 
C-1, D-0, F- -1. The gr ade point for each student was found by dividing 
the sum of his subj ect grade points by the number of subjects he carried 
during the semester. 
The statistical procedure om which this comparative study was based, 
is developed and explained in the next chapter . The study is divided into 
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BASES OF COMPARISON 
Part I. Comparison of Class 11 A11 , 11 B11 , and 11c11 Schools 
Freshmen who entered Fort Hays Kansas State College in 1946, 
were given entrance tests in t he fo llowing subjects: English, math-
ematics, biological science, physical science, and social science . 
They were also given the Henman-Nelson mental test. The tests were 
scored, and from the raw scores percentile scores were derived. These 
percentile scores were not based on national norms, but were computed 
for t he local group. 
The raw scores made in each test by students from each of the 
three classes of high schools were placed in separate frequency dis-
tribution tables. From these distributions the median and quartile 
deviation for each subject test in each class of schools were det er -
mined. The results of these distributions are shown in tables which 
appear later in the study . 
The average semester gr ade point for each freshman included 
in the study was secured from t he Registrar's Of f ice at the close of 
the -first semester. These average grade points were placed in frequency 
distribution tables, and the same procedure were followed as for the 
scores on the entrance tests. 
Decile rankings were determined for each student in each subject 
in which a test was given. However, no decile rankings were worked out 
for the mental test. These rankings made possible a better allocati@ 
of the students. Tables showing the :rp.er.cent of s tudent s ranking in 
each decile appear later i n the study. 
Significant Differences in Achievement 
Freshman Entrance Tests 
10 
The following definitions should make the study easier under-
stood for the reader who has not had training in stati stics . 
"Range" is the spread or di stance .between the highest score 
and the lowest score . 
"Median" is a measure of central tendency . It is a point on 
t he scale of values above which and below which half of the scores 
lie. 
"Quartile deviation" , or 11 Q1r, is one-half the distance between 
the twenty-fifth and the seventy- f ifth percentile points in a freq-
uency di stribution, or roughly it is t he measure of spread about the 
median . 
"Critical rat io" is found by dividing the difference of the 
medians by the probable error of the difference of the medians . Garrett1 
states that in order to be significant the critical ratio must be at 
least four. A critical ratio greater than four i ndicates just so much 
additional security. 
"Si gnificant difference" is one which insures that the true 
difference is greater than zero. In other words , there is virtual 
1. Henry E. Garrett, Statistics In Psychology an:i Education 
( New York, Longsmans, Green and Company, 1939) , p . 217 . 
t tJ0(/3 
11 
certainty, ,- that one group will always be superior to the other group 
in the particular field that has been tested. 
"Percent of reliability" is found by dividing the critical r atio 
by four. 2 
The following series of tables are for the purpose of picturing 
the differences in performance of the students in t he t hree classes 
of schools, as revealed by the test scores in each of the sub j ect 
fields tested. Tables II-VII i nclusive show t hese differences in 
a graphical manner . These differences are portrayed by c aref ul study 
of the medians and quartile deviations determined by frequency 
distribution tables . 
For the purpose of clear understanding , an expl anation of 
11 critic al ratio" and 11 probable error of the diff erence 11 will be given. 
Garrett3 states that in order for the difference between the medians 
to be significant the critical r atio must be at least four, when the 
probable error of. t he medians is used. If t he critical ratio is four 
or more it means that the difference of medians is significant, and 
will always be greater t han zero. In ot her words , one group will 
always be superior to t he other in the field tested. The size of 
the probable error of the median varies di rectly a s the size of t he 
quartile deviation of the distribution, a nd indirectly as the square 
root of the number of scores . Where the number of seer es is small, 
2 . Ibid . , P• 222 . 
J. Ibid., P• 217 . 
12 
as is true in the "B" and 11 C11 d~stributions, t he probable errors will 
be larger than they will i n di stributions with a greater number of 
scores, as i n t he "A" distribut ions. 
The computation of t he cri t ical r atios makes it possibl e t o 
determine t he chances in 100 that one group is superior t o the other . 
Garrett4 states t hat in order for the difference of the medians t o be 
significant t here must be 99.7 chances i n 100 t hat one group is 
superior t o the other. This is t r ue when the critical ratio i s f our 
or more. However, 90 or more chances in 100 show a trend t owar d 
significance, which becomes stronger as t he number of chances approach 
100. The percent of reliability is f ound by dividing the critical rat io 
by f our. Whe~ th e quotient rea ches one, of course, there is complete 
reliability . 
4. Ibid., p. 214. 
TABLE II 
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7. 50 11 
Table II shows the achievement of student s i n class 11 "schools in 
the 1946 freshman entrance tests and is read in the following manner : read-
ing across the page from left to right, the first line reveals the highest 
possible score that might be made by any student in each area tested. In 
English it is 150, mathematics, 36, biological science, 120, and so on 
across the page . The second line, whi ch i s read i n the same manner , 
14 
portrays the hi ghest scores made by students i n the class "A" schools 
in the entraree tests. Lines 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively indicate the 
lowest scores, ranges, medians, and quartile deviations of students in 
class "A" schools. Each of these lines is read i n the same manner as 
line one. 
The medians and the quartile deviations were found by pl acing 
the scores of all students in class "A" schools in frequency distrib-
ution tables. Furtherrnore, a separate distribution table was made for 
each subj~:rct test. The median, as previously explained, is the point 
on the scale of values above which and below which f i fty percent of 
the scor es lie. The quartile deviation is th e deviation or spread 
around the median. 
TABLE III 
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Table III shows the achievement of students in class 11 B11 schools 
in t he 1946 f reshman entrance tests. This table is read in the same 
manner as Table II. 
TABLE IV 
ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS I N CLASS 11 C11 SCHOOLS IN THE 
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Range 65.00 26 . 00 67. 00 41. 00 17. 00 
Median 97 . 64 13. 50 46 . 17 38. 50 17. 50 













46 . 21 
7. 25 
Table J.V shows the achievement of students in class 11 C11 schools 
in the 1946 freshman entrance tests . This table is r ead in the same 














CO:MPARISON OF SCORES MADE IN THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS 
BY STUDENTS IN 11 A" AND " B11 SCHOOLS 
Q) 
0 s:: Q) 
Q) c:.> 
·rl s:: Q) 
c:.> Q) c:.> s:: 
Cf) •rl s:: 0 
U) c:.> Q) co 
c:.> r--l Cl) ·rl r--l 
·rl qj c:.> (l) 
...c: c:.> r--l Cl) T ·rl qj 
U) w bl) c:.> r--l s:: •rl 0 •rl qj 
r--l :B r--l (/J •rl tlO 0 E c:.> s:: qj •rl 0 Q.) 
r:i1 r:q P... Cl) ::r:: 
-
Class "A11 Median 96. 72 15. 01 42. 82 41.16 15 . 93 47 . 50 
Class "B" Median 100.78 15 . 50 47 . 50 41.67 15. 58 46. 38 
Class "A" Quartile 
Deviation 11.19 4. 48 11. 41 8 . 04 3. 23 7. 50 
Cl ass 11 B11 Quartile 
Deviation 11.49 3 . 23 12. 94 6. 77 2. 78 7-39 
Difference of 
Medians 4. 06 . 49 4. 68 . 51 . 35 1.12 
Critical Ratio 2. 15 . 86 2. 24 . 44 . 65 . 92 
Chances in 100 92 . 00 72. 00 93. 00 62 . 00 67. 00 73 . 00 
Percent Reliability 53 . 75 21.50 56 . 00 11. 00 16. 25 23 . 00 










This t abl e i s read as follows : beginning with the f irst line, at 
t he upper left, and r eading across the ps.ge from left to right the class 
11 A11 median is 96 . 72 in English, 15. 01 in mathemat ics , etc . Each succeed-
i ng l ine i s read i n the same manner. 
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Class 11 B11 students showed some superiority in English, math-
ematics, biological science, and physical sci e nce, while class 11 A11 
students showed a limited degree of superiority in social science. 
They also ranked slightly higher in the mental test. None of the 
differences found were significant. There were 92 chances in 100 that 
11 B11 students were superior in English, and 93 chances in 100 t hat t hey 
were superior in biological science to the students in 11 A11 schools. 
These differences showed a trend toward significance. The results of 
this table indicate that the students in the 11B11 schools were s ome-
what better prepared than the students in 11A11 schools i n all subjects 
except social science. The two groups were as nearly equal mentally as 
two unselected groups could be expected to be. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES MADE IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS BY 
STUDENTS IN 11 A11 AND 11 C11 SCHOOLS 
Q) 
C) s:: (I) 
Q) C) 
•rl s:: (I) 
0 Q) C) 
Cf) ·rl s:: rn 0 Q) 
C) r-1 {/) •rl 
·rl qj C) 
+> C) r-1 (/) ..c: qj ·rl c,j rn ffi bO C) r-1 •rl 0 ·rl ro 
r-1 ..c: r-1 rn ·rl 
itl 0 E C) ·rl 0 
µ:l i:r:l P-. {/) 
Class "A" Median 96 .72 15. 01 42. 82 41.16 15. 93 
Class "C" Median 97. 64 13. 50 46 .17 38. 50 17. 50 
Class "A" Quar t i le 
Deviation 11.19 4. 48 11. 41 8. 04 3. 23 
Class "C" Quartile 
Deviation 10.18 4.17 13. 00 7. 37 3. 75 
Difference of 
Medians .92 1. 51 3. 35 2. 66 , 1. 57 
Critic al Ratio .41 1. 64 1. 19 1. 61 1. 94 
Chances in 100 60 . 00 87. 00 79 . 00 86 . oo 91.00 
Percen~ Reliability 10. 25 41. 00 29 .75 40 . 25 48 . 50 
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69 . 00 
19.00 
A 
Table YI compares the achievement of s tudents in class "A" 










Students in 11 C11 schools showed some superiority in English, bi ological 
science, and social science, while students in "A" schools showed a 
limited degree of superiority i n mathematics, physical science, and t he 
mental test. None of the differences obtained, in comparing the 11 A11 
and "C" schools, were significant or reliable. There were 91 chances 
in 100 that students in class 11 C11 schools were superior i n social 
science. While the difference was not reliable, it sh9wed a t rend 
toward significance. There were 69 chances in 100 t hat the students 
in "A" schools were superior in i ntelligence to t he students i n "C" 
schools. The difference was not enough to i ndicate a ny great degree of 
reliability. The two groups were quite well bal anced i n t heir achieve-
ment in the entrance tests. 
TABLE VII 
COMPARIS ON OF SCORES MADE IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS 




•rl s:: Q) 
C) Q) 0 
Cf) ·rl 0: 
Cl) C) Q) 
C) r-1 Cf) •r-1 
·r-1 co C) 
..s::: itl C) r-1 Cl) ·rl co 
Cl) aj bO C) r-1 ·r-1 0 ·rl co 
rl ..s::: rl Cl) •rl 
bO +' 0 :>, C) s:: co ·r-1 ..c 0 
i:£1 :a: !I1 0... i'./) 
Class "B" Median 100. 78 15. 50 47 . 50 41. 67 15 . 58 
Class "C" Median -97. 64 13. 50 46. 17 38. 50 17 . 50 
Class "B" Quartile 
Deviation 11.49 3 . 23 12. 94 6. 77 2.78 
Class "C" Quartile 
Deviation 10.18 4. 17 13 . 00 7. 37 3. 75 
Difference of 
Medians 3.14 2. 00 1. 33 3 . 17 1.92 
Critical Ratio 1.11 2. 02 . 40 1.70 2. 09 
Chances in 100 77. 00 91.00 61. 00 87 . 00 92 . 00 
Percent Reliability 27 . 75 50.50 10. 00 42 . 50 52 . 25 
















52 . 00 
2. 75 
B 
Table VII compares the a chi evement of students i n class "B" 
and "C" schools. It i s read i n the same manner as Table v. Class "B" 
students showed some degree of superiority i n English, mathematics, 










students excelled only in social science. There were two differences 
of medians which showed a trend toward significance. There were 91 
chances in 100 that class 'n B11 students were superior in mathematics, 
and 92 chances in 100 that the class 11 C11 students were superior in 
social science. The scores on t he mental tests showed only a very 
slight difference between the two groups. None of the differences 
obtained in comparing the 11 B" and 11 C11 schools were significant. 
Surrnnarizing the results found ih the three preceding tables, 
it was found that class 11 B11 students showed some degree of superiority 
in the entrance tests over students in "A" ani 11 C11 schools, This 
probably indicates that students in class nB 11 schools were somewhat 
better prepared than the other two groups . However, whatever differ-
ences prevailed these were not large enough to be of great signi-
ficance. 
Looking at the mental test r esult s, the school s ranked in 
this order: "A", 11B11 , ani 11 C11 • However, the differences in all cases 
were small. The three groups were about as nearly equated on the 
mental tests as unselected groups could be expected to be. The 
differences showed a very low degree of reliability. 
Semester Grade Point 
As a further basis of comparison of students i n class "A" , 
class "B", and class 11 C11 high schools, the average gr ade point of 
each of the 457 freshmen included in the study was used as a 
measure of accomplishment during the first semester in college. 
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These freshmen were not all assigned to the same sub j ects so it was 
impossible to compare their achievement in individual fields. How-
ever, the average grade point for each student was available, and 
these were used in comparing t he students in the three classes of 
schools. The grade point for each student was secured from t he 
records in the Registrar's Of f ice. The method of computing the 
average grade point was explained in Chapter I. A separate frequency 
distribution was made f or each of t he t hree classes of schools, a n:l 
the median artd quartile deviation for each gr oup were fo und. The 
differences of t he medians were det ermined, and t hese differ ences 
were compared. The highest possible gr ade point t hat can be made at 
Fort Hays Kansas State College is three, and t he lowest is a minus 
one., Tables VIII and L'{ portray t he differences in achi evement i n 







COMPARISON OF SEMESTER GRADE POHJ"T MADE BY STUDENTS 
I N THE T&1IBE CLASSES ·OF SCHOOLS 
Class 11 A" Class 11 B11 Class 11 C1·1 
352. 00 69 .00 36.00 
Grade 3. 00 3.00 3. 00 
Grade 3. 00 2.75 3. 00 
Lowest Gr ade -L OO -. 33 -1. 00 
Point 
Range 4.00 3.08 4. 00 
Median 1.125 1.101 1.195 
Quartile Deviation • 551 . 391 . 750 
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Table VIII compares the semester grade point made by students 
in t he three cla sses of schools . It is read i n the same manner as the 
preceding t ables. Class 11 C11 s tudents had the highest semester grade point , 
and Class 11 B11 students had the lowest. The semester gr ade poi nt of each 
of the classes of schools was slightly above a 11 C11 , which is considered 
tpe average grade at Fort Hays Kansas St ate College. 
I 
Class 11 A II 
Class "B" 
Cl ass "A" 
Cl ass "C" 
Class "B" 
Class "C " 
TABLE IX 
DIFFERENCES IN SEMESTER GRADE POINT AMONG STUDENTS I N 
THE THREE CLASSES OF SCHOOLS 
Cl) 
s:: s:: Po, qi +' ·o 
I ·rl ·rl ·rl 'O r-i 
+' Q) •rl 
qi :::a:: 0 · o .D -~ ·rl 0 qi 13 +' r-i ·rl Q) qi r-i 
i::::i s:: Q) 
Q) ·rl 
Q) t) r-i 
r-i s:: C1l Cl) s:: ·rl Q) t) Q) 
Cl) qi +' h ·rl t) Q) 
Q) •rl h Q) +' s:: t) 
CJ) 'O qi 4-i ·rl qi h co Q) & 4-i h ,..c: (l) 0 ·rl 0 0 0-.. 
i::::i 
I 
352 1.125 . 551 
. 024 . 33 59 8. 25 
69 1. 101 . 391 
352 1.125 . 551 
. 070 .41 61 10. 25 
36 1.195 . 750 
69 1.101 . 391 
. 084 . 46 62 11.50 













Table IX portrays the differences in semester gr ade point among 
students in the thr ee classes of schools. It is read as fo l lows: be-
ginning with the· first column on t he le f t, "cases", and r eading down 
the page there are 352 cases in class "A1', 69 i n class "B" etc. The 
succeeding columns are read i n the same manner. 
The differences of t he medi ans were smal l and none of them wer e 
significant. The results show t hat students f rom class "C" s chools slight-
ly surpassed th e other two groups i n s emester gr ade point, even t hough 
they had the lowest mental test scores. Students i n class "B" school s, 
who ranked hig hest in the entrance tests, ranked l owest i n average 
grade point. Students i n class 11A" and "B" schools had an average gr ade 
point which differe~ onl y slightly . This was i n c onformity with ment al 
test scores, which also di [ fered by only a small amount i n t hese t wo 
groups. 
The results show a very narrow spread of semester gr ade point 
among the three groups. However, t hey indicate t hat al though students 
from class 11 C11 schools had t he lowest ment al test scores, t hey had 
probably put forth the greatest effort in the mastering of th eir college 
work. Whether t his limi~ed superiority was maintained can only be deter-
mined by a study of further college records made by t hes e g roups~ 
Decile Rankings in Freshman Entrance Tests 
The next series of tables portray the decile rankings of students 
in each of the three classes of schools in each area tested in the 
entrance examinations. 'These decile r ankings made possible the allocation 
of students into sections where they could work most efficiently . 
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Tabl es X- XIV inclusive show t he decile r ankings , thereby making it · 
possible to contrast the per formance of t he three groups at different 
levels in each sub j ect t ested. The percent in each case is found by 
dividing the number of students t hat r ank in each deci le by t he total 
number of students in that particular group . For example: forty- three 
students ranked in the t enth decile in class 11 A11 Engli sh . The percent 
is f ound by dividing f or ty- three by 352. All other percents are 
computed in a similiar manner . 
TABLE X 
PERCENT OF STUDENTS RANKI NG IN EACH DECILE - ENGLISH 
Decile ,Class II _A II Class 11 B11 Class 11 C11 
10 12. 20 13. 04 16. 67 
9 8. 80 14. 50 8. 33 
8 9. 70 10.14 2. 78 
7 9.90 13. 04 11.11 
6 9.90 5. 80 11.11 
5 9.90 10.14 13. 89 
4 11 .70 10.14 13. 89 
3 7.70 4. 35 8. 33 
2 10. 80 10.14 5. 56 
1 9. 40 8. 70 8. 33 
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Table X portrays the percent of students in each class of 
schools who ranked in each decile in English. 
This table is read as follows: beginning at the upper left and 
reading across the page from left to right the pe rcent of students 
r anking in the tenth decile is 12. 20 i n class 11 A11 , 13. 04 in class 11 B11 , 
and 16. 67 in class 11c11 • 'rhe nint h decile etc. is read i n the s ame manner . 
TABLE XI 
PERCENT OF STUDENTS RANKI NG I N EACH DECILE - MATHEMATICS 
Decile Class 11 A11 Class "B11 Class nc n 
10 15 . 06 5. 80 8.33 
9 8. 80 10.14 2. 78 
8 7. 38 7.24 16. 67 
7 9. 95 14. 49 5. 55 
6 5.97 11. 60 
5 12.78 20 . 29 13 . 89 
4 5.97 2. 90 11.11 
3 10. 79 8. 70 16. 67 
2 17 . 90 10.14 16.67 
1 5.40 8.70 8 . 33 
Table XI shows the percent of students in each class of schools 
who ranked in each decile in mathematics. 
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TABLE XII 
PERCENT OF STUDENTS RANKING IN EACH DEC ILE - PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Decile Class 11 A11 Class 11 B11 Class "C" 
10 11. 65 7. 25 8. 33 
9 8. 52 8. 70 5. 55 
8 8.81 5. 80 5. 55 
7 5.11 8.70 13. 90 
6 13. 35 17. 39 13. 90 
5 11. 36 15. 94 2. 78 
4 9. 66 10.14 11.11 
3 10. 23 11. 59 19 .. 94 
2 17. 05 11. 59 11 .11 
1 4. 26 .2. 90 8.33 
Table XII i ndicates t he percent of students in each class of 













PERCENT OF STUDENTS RANKI NG IN EACH DECILE - BIOLOGI CAL 
SCIENCE 
Class 11 A11 Class 11 B11 Class 11 c 11 
8. 24 14. 49 8.33 
6. 82 8. 70 11.11 
11.08 7.25 11.11 
8. 52 13. 04 5.56 
5.11 10.14 13.89 
13.92 8.70 8.33 
13.64 11.59 13.89 
8. 24 4-35 2.78 
13.35 15.94 13. 89 
11. 08 5. 80 11.11 
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Table XIII portrays the percent of s t udents i n e ach clas s of 
schools who ranked in each decile in biological sci ence. 
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TABLE XIV 
PERCENT OF STUDENTS RANKING .IN EACH DECILE - SOCIAL SC IENCE 
Decile Class 11 11\ 11 Class 11 B11 Class "C" 
10 2. 84 2.78 
9 6. 53 2. 90 22. 22 
8 8. 81 4. 34 11 . 11 
7 13 , 35 13. 04 11 .11 
6 11 . 65 21.74 8.33 
5 19 . 89 18. 84 22. 22 
4 8. 24 5. 80 
3 9.09 8. 70 2.78 
2 10. 51 13.04 16. 67 
1 9. 09 11. 60 2. 78 
Table XIV s hows the percent of students in each cl a ss of school s 
who ranked in ea ch decile in social ·science. This t abl e i ndi cat es t hat 
students from class 11 A11 and 11 B11 schools were pr obabl y poorly prepared in 
social science, since only a small percent r anked i n t he upper deciles. 
No clas s "B" student r anked in the tenth decile . 
The use of Tables X - XIV make it possible to determine the 
het erogeneity or homogeneity of the groups in each subject field tested. 
Compari sons may be made among students in the three classes of schools 
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in each field tested, and also the decile rankings in each test may· 
I . 
be compared with the rankings in the other tests for students in each 
of the classes 
Part II. Comparison of Achievement of Veterans and Non-Veterans 
The close of World War II led to an enormous increase in enrollment 
at the college level. Veterans who had previously attended college 
returned to the campuses, and many veterans who had previously made 
no plans to attend college were encouraged to do so by the G. I . Bill 
of Rights • . Most of these veterans had been out of contact with the 
schools for from two to five or more y ears. It is true, however, that 
some had had an opportunity to attend school, while they were members 
of the armed forces. Many did not have this opportunity. 
The return of the veterans caused a great deal of speculation, 
particularly among college authorities, a s to the probable effect of 
this absence upon scholastic achievement. Would the veteran be superior, 
equal or inferior in achievement to the student who came directly to 
college from high school? Interest in this question led to the part of 
this thesis relating to the vet eran at the Fort Hays Kan sas State 
College. The results are shown in the· subsequent pages of Part II. 
There were 457 freshmen students included in thi 's study. 11 
of these entered Fort Hays Kansas State College for the first time 
in t he fall of 1946 . 'rhe distribution of veterans and non-vet erans 
among the three classes of schools is shown in Tabl e X.V . 
TABLE TI 
DISTRIBUTION OF V]:TERANS AND NON-VETERANS AMONG THE 





















The procedµre in Part II was similar to that in Part I, where the 
three classes of schools were compared . In Part II comparisons were made 
of the achievement of veterans and non-veter ans in each of t he three 
classes of schools, and also of all veterans and all non-veterans . The 
same data was used as in Part I. 
Veterans and Non-Veterans in Class II A11 Schools 
The scores made by veterans in class 11 A11 schools were placed 
in a separate frequency distribution t,;3.ble for each area tested i n 
the entrance examinations. A frequency distribution t able was also 
made for semester grade point . The same procedure was followed for 
non-veterans. The me0dian and quartile deviation were found in each 
case. Using th ese as the ba ses, the differences in achievement between 




ACHIEVEMENT OF VETERANS IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS-
CLASS 11A11 SCHOOI.S 
Q) 
C) ' s:: Q) 
Q) C) 
·rl s:: Q) 
C) Q) C) 
Cf) ·r-1 i::: 
Cl) C) Q) 
C) rl U) ·rl 
•r-1 co C) ..c: 't1 C) rl U) Cl) ·r-1 ct! 
•r-1 61 bl) C) rl rl 0 •r-1 co 
bl) ..c: rl (!) ·rl s:: +:> 0 I>, C) 
rr:i m ·r-1 ..c: 0 c:o 0.. if} 
Possible Score 150. 00 36. 00 120. 00 100 . 00 40. 00 
Hi ghest Score 137. 00 30 . 00 99 . 00 86. 00 32. 00 
Lowest Scor e 34. 00 2. 00 2. 00 22.00 7. 00 
Range 103 . 00 28. 00 97 . 00 64. 00 25 . 00 
Median . 92.·20 14.43 40. 50 42 . 21 16. 17 


















Table XV I pi ctures t he a chi evement of vet er ans i n clas s 11 A11 














ACHIEVEMENT OF NON-VETERANS I N TB..E ENTRANCE TES TS -





·rf ,::: Q} 
C) Q) C) 
{/) 
U) ·rf ,::: 
C) Q} 
C) rl U) ·rf 
·rf ell C) 
+' C) rl U) ..c: I ·rf cu U) tu) . C) r-1 ;:::j o · ·rf co ..c: rl (/) . •rf bO +' 0 .& C) ,::: cu •rf 0 
i:£1 o:i P-. Cf) 
Possibl e Score 150. 00 36 . 00 120 . 00 100. 00 40 . 00 
Hi ghest Score 137 . 00 36 . 00 88 . 00 70. _oo 28. 00 
Lowest Score 49 . 00 3. 00 10. 00 14. 00 7. 00 
Range 88 . 00 33 . 00 78. 00 56. 00 21 . 00 
Median 101 . 70 15. 57 45. 27 39 . 47 15 , 85 
Quartile Devi ati on 11. 02 5, 28 12 . 25 7. 94 3. 09 . 
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Table XVII shows t he achiev ement of non- vet .er ans i n clas s 11 A11 











. Q) ctl ::c: 0 
90 . 00 - -
80. 00 178 
19. 00 II 
61 . 00 II 
47 . 92 If 
7. 28 II 
TABLE XVIII 
DIFFERENCES I N ACHIEVEMENT OF CLASS 11 A 11 VETERANS A.N1J 
NON-VETERANS IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS 
Q) 
t) s:: Q) 
Q) t) 
•rl s:: Q) 
(.) Q) (.) 
Cf) ·rl s:: 
Cl) t) Q) 
CJ r-1 Cl) ·rl 
·rl qj (.) 
..c:: 
.;..) CJ r-1 Cf) 
qj ·rl qj 
Cl) @ b.O t) .--1 0 ·rl qj ..c:: r-1 co ·rl 
.;..) 0 (.) cu •rl 0 
l::il ::a: P::i P-. Cf) 
Median (Vet. ) 92 . 20 14. 43 40 . 50 42 . 21 16 .17 
1edian (Non-Vet.) 101 . 70 15 . 57 45 . 27 39 . 47 15 . 85 
Quartile 
Deviation (Vet . ) 11. 04 3. 86 10. 33 7.16 3. 26 
Quartile 
Deviat ion (Non-Vet . ) 11. 02 5. 28 12. 25 7. 94 3. 09 
Diff erence of 
Medians 9. 50 · 1.14 4. 77 2. 74 . 32 
I 
Critical Ratio 6. 43 1.- 87 3.14 2. 69 . 74 
Chances in 100 100. 00 89 . 00 98 . 00 97 . 00 69 .00 
Percent Reli ability 100. 00 46 . 75 78. 50 67 . 25 18. 50 
In Favor Of Non- Non- Non- Vet. Vet . 








0 Q) e Cl) c,j 
Q) 0 
46. 79 174 
47 . 92 178 
6. 95 174 
7. 28 178 
1.13 
1.19 
79 . 00 




Table XVIII gives a comparison o·f the scores made by class 11 AH 
veterans and non-veterans in t he entrance tests. In t he table "V et. 11 
stands f or veterans, "Non-Vet'.' for non-veterans. 
The non-veterans showed superiority i n English, mathemat ics, 
biological science, a nd t he ment al tes~, whil e t he veterans excelled 
in physical science a nd s ocial science . The diff erence of t he medi ans 
in English was 9. 5 and the critical r atio was 6. 43 . Thi s diff erence 
was i n favor of the non-veterans and indicates complete r eliabi l ity or 
significance. When the crit ical r at io is greater than f our, this means 
that the true dif ference is great er t han zero. The r e were 98 chances i n 
100 that non-veterans were super i or to veterans i n bi ological sci ence, 
and 97 chances in 100 t hat veter ans were superior to non- veter ans ' i n · 
physical science. These differences were not significant, but they did 
show a considerable trend toward significance. In mathemati cs , social 
science, and t he mental test the diff erences of t he medi ans did not 
show a very high degree of rel iability. 
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rABLE 
OMP,UUSON OF S lliSTER L O • T E :i3Y V.!!E• 'J rERAfIB 
NON- VE .uJ. - CLASS II II sc:- LS 
Veterans -on- Veterans 
Cases 174. 00 1 8 . 00 
Po s sible Grade 
Poi nt 3. 00 3. 00 
Highest Grade 
Point 3~ 00 2. 81 
Lowest rade 
Point - 1. 00 - 1. 00 
Range 4. 00 3. 81 
Median 1.162 1. 094 
Quartile Deviation • 529 38 
Table XIX s hows the averag e grade point made by eterans and non-







(1j 0 § .0 -~ <,..i .... 0 .. 
Q) C, I 
(I) i::: 
Q) «i r-l Q) 1/J +> 0 
(I) 
.,.. Q,) C t Q) •rl u 0) <1' <i) :a • .I,,) i,._ , en {;.j .... 
Cl! (I) ..c:: Q) 
C.) <I 
Class '' 11 
Veterans 174 1.162 . 529 
. 068 1. 00 75 25 V t . 
Cl ss II II 
Non-V ter ns 178 1.094 -438 
This t abl shows t e d 'ffere c l av 
and non- vet r ns n cl es " their fi a semo ter ln 
col ege . 'l'he di ff nee of the aver· g grade poit t w s . 06 
of t he veter ans , 
f vor 
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This difference in average grade- point was small and indicat~d 
only a low degree of reliability . The results of the mental test in-
dicate that the non-veterans were slightly ~uperior i n i ntelligence 
to the veterans, but the accomplishment of t h e veter ans during t heir 
first semester in college was slightly better than t hat of t he non-
veterans. 
Veterans and Non-Veterans in Class 11 B" Schools 
The comparison of veterans and non-veter ans i n class "B" 
schools followed t he same procedure as that used for those groups 
in Class "A" schools. Tables XXI-XXV inclusive show the differences 
between the two groups in class "B'' schools. 
TABLE XXI 





•rl s:::: Q) 
C) Q) C) 
Cl) •rl s:::: 
(/) C) Q) 
C) rl (/) ·rl 
·rl cu C) 
+' C) rl (/) ..c: cu •rl cu 
(/) ffi b() C) ·rl 0 ·rl 
rl ..c: rl (/) ·rl 
b() +' 0 .& C) s:::: cu •rl 0 ::a: o:i p.. Cl) 
Po ssi bl e Score 150 •. 00 36 . 00 120 •. 00 100. 00 40 . 00 
Hi ghest Score 127. 00 26 . 00 78 . 00 71. 00 23 . 00 
Lowest Score 51. 00 4. 00 20. 00 29 . 00 8. 00 
Rang e 76. 00 22. 00 58. 00 42 . 00 .15 . 00 
Median 97. 00 14. 94 48 . 00 43. 40 16. 25 














71 . 00 29 
30. 00 II 
41 . 00 II 
50. 00 II 
7 . 25 ll 
Table XXI shows t he achi evement of veterans in class 11 B11 schools 
in t he entrance t ests . 
I 
TABLE XXII 
ACHIEVEMENT OF NON- VETERANS IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS-





•M s:: Q) 
t) Q) t) 
Cl) •M s:: 
[/) t) Q) 
t) .--I Cl) •M 
·M (1j t) 
..c: +> 
t) .--I Cl) 
I •M (1j [/) b.() t) .--I 0 ·M (1j 
b.() 
..c: .--I Cl) •M 
+> 0 ::,, t) s:: (1j ·M ..c: 0 z 0... Cl) 
Possible Score 150. 00 36 . 00 120. 00 100. 00 40. 00 
Highest Score 128. 00 27. 00 85 , 00 59 . 00 24. 00 
Lowest Score 59 . 00 7. 00 19. 00 21..00 7. 00 
Rang e 69 . 00 20. 00 66 . 00 38. 00 17. 00 
Median 102 . 83 15 . 90 48. 50 40. 00 15 . 30 
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Table XXII shows t he ach ievement of non-veter ans in class 11 B11 












DIFFERENCES I N ACHIEVEMENT IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS OF 




·rl s:: (]) 
0 (]) g s:: Cl) ·rl 0 
U) 0 (]) !J) 
0 rl {/) ·rl rl 
·rl cu 0 (]) 
+:> 0 rl (/) ...c:- ·rl ctl I 
U) ti() 0 rl s:: 
·r-l (]) 0 ·r-l C1l 0 
rl ...c: rl U) •r-l 
ti() +> 0 E 0 s:: C1l ·r-l 0 Q) 
f.tj ::q p.. Cl) 
-
Median (Vet . ) 97.00 14. 94 /+8 . 00 43 .40 16. 25 50. 00 
Median ( Non-Vet.) 102 . 83 15.90 4&, 50 40.00 15 . 30 44. 64 
Quartile 
Deviation (Vet.) 10. 78 3.13 12.40 5. _;;3 2. 73 7. 25 
Quartile 
Deviation (Non-Vet . ) 11. 50 3. 74 13. 33 6. 43 2. 58 6.15 
Difference of 
Medians 5. 83 .96 . 50 3. 40 . 95 5. 36 
Critical Ratio 1.42 1. 08 .13 1. 87 , 33 2.63 
Chances in 100 83.00 77 . 00 54. 00 89 , 00 59 . 00 96 . 00 
Percent Rel iability 35 . 50 27 . 00 3. 25 46.75 8. 25 65 . 75 
In Favor of Non- Non- Non- Vet . Vet. Vet . 











None of t he differences of t he medians, which are shown in the 
preceding table, were significant , but there were 96 chances in 100 
t hat t he veter ans were superior in intelligence to the non- veterans . 
This showed a moderate trend toward significance. The non- veterans 
showed some superiority i n English, mathematics , and biological science , 
whi le t he veter ans demonstrated limited superiority in physical science 








COMPARISON OF SEMESTER GRADE POINT MADE BY VETERANS 
AND NON-VETERANS - CLASS 11 B11 SCHOOLS 
Veterans Non-Vet erans 
29 . 00 40. 00 
Grade 
3. 00 3.00 
Grade 
1.93 2. 75 
Lowest Grade 
Point .oo -- 33 
Range 1.93 3. 08 
Median 1.203 1.095 
Quartile Deviation . 345 . 385 
Table XXIV compares the semester gr ade point made by vet er ans and 
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Veterans 29 1. 203 . 345 
.108 . 93 74 23 . 25 et . 
Class "B" 
Non-Veterans 40 1.095 . 385 
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Table XXV portrays the difference i n semester gr ade point 
between veterans and non-veterans i n class 11 B11 school s during t heir 
first semester i n college. The difference of the medians was .108 
in favor of the veter ans. This di f ference was not si gni f i cant. Ther e 
were 74 chances in 100 t hat t h e veterans were superior i n col l ege 
work. This indicated only a low degree of reliabil ity . 
The results of the Henmon-Nelson mental t est show t hat t he 
veterans in class "B11 schools were superior to the non- veterans i n 
intelligence, although t he di f fer ence was not significant . This 
superiority of the veterans was shown to a limited degree i n semester 
grade point. 
Veterans and Non-Veterans i n Class "C" Schools 
The procedure for comparing veterans and non-vet er ans i n class 
11 C11 schools was the same as t ha t used i n the two preceding sections. 
Tables XXVI-XXX inclusive show the differences between the t wo 
groups in class "C" schools. 
ACHIEVEMENT OF VE.1. .1.:1.n.t1.n..:.i IN HE ENT NCE :l£S S-
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IJ'=l .... Cl-. rt) 
Possible Score 150 . 00 36 . 00 120. 00 10 .oo 40. 0 
Hi ghest Score 118. 00 24. 00 61.00 53 . 00 25 . 00 
Lowest Score 61+ . 00 6. 00 15 . 00 4. 0 11.00 
Range 54. 00 18. 00 46 . 00 29. 00 14 .• 0 
Median 95 . 00 13 . 75 4.3 . 25 1-iJ_ . 25 15 . ,38 







90 . 0 
61+ . 0 
31. 0 
.33 . 0 
44. 0 
4. 75 
Table XXVI shows the a chievement of. veterans ir c as::; "C" 











ACHIEVEMENT OF NON-VETERANS IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS-
CLASS 11 c11 SCHOOLS 
Q) 
C) s:: Q) 
Q) C) 
·rl s:: Q) 
C) Q) C) 
(/) •rl s:: 
(I) C) Q) 
C) rl (/) ·rl 
·rl qj C) 
C) (/) ...c: qj •rl 
(I) bO C) rl 
•rl 0 ·rl qj 
rl ...c: rl (I) •rl 
b.0 0 z C) s:: ct! ·rl 0 
!"ii ():1 P--. (/) -
Possible Score 150.00 36. 00 120.-00 100. 00 40 . 00 
Highest Score 129.00 32. 00 75.00 63 . 00 27. 00 
Lowest Score 70. 00 6.oo 12. 00 22 . 00 10 . 00 
Range 59.00 26 . 00 63 . 00 41. 00 17. 00 
Median 100.00 ,13. 00 50. 00 39 . 75 18. 00 
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Table XXVII shows th e achievement of non-veter ans i n class "C" 














DIFFERENCES IN ACHIEVEMENT OF VETERANS AND NON- VETERANS 





•rl s:: Q) 
C) Q) C) s:: 
Cl) ·rl s:: 0 
Cl) C.) Q) Cl) 
C.) ,-f Cf) •rl ,-f 
•rl ct! C.) Q) 
+:> C.) ,-f Cl) ..c: i ·rl ctl Cl) bO C.) ,-f ·rl 0 •rl ctl 0 
,-f ..c: rl Cl) •rl 6 bO +:> 0 >., C.) s:: •rl ..c: 0 Q) 
r:£1 i:Xl P-.. Cf) ::r:: 
Median (Vet.) 95 . 00 13. 75 43. 25 41.25 15 . 38 44. 00 
Median · (Non-Vet . ) 100.00 13. 00 50. 00 39 . 75 18. 00 47 . 60 
Quartile 
Deviation (Vet. ) 7. 50 3. 63 8. 63 7.42 4. 81 4. 75 
Quartile 
Deviation ( Non-Vet.) 13.31 4. 54 15 . 57 6. 54 3. 19 7.12 
Difference of 
Medians 5. 00 . 75 6. 75 1. 50 2. 62 3. 60 
Critical Ratio 1.12 .44 1.30 . 51 1. 35 1.43 
Chances in 100 77. 00 62. 00 81 . 00 63 . 00 82 . 00 84. 00 
Percent Reliability 28. 00 11. 00 32. 50 12. 75 33 . 75 35 . 75 
In Favor Of Non- Vet . Non- Vet . Non- Non-
V.et. V.et. Vet. Vet . 
Table XXVIII shows the differences in achi evement i n the entrance 











differences were significant or reliable. The non-veterans showed so~e 
superiority in English, biological science, social science and the mental 
test, while the veterans showed a limited superiority in mathematics and 
physical science. The perc ent of reliability in all cases was low, which 
indicates t hat the t wo groups were quite evenly matched as to achievement. 
TABLE XXIX 
COMPARISON OF SEMESTER GRADE POI NT MADE BY VETERANS 
AND NON- VETERANS - CLASS 11 C11 SCHOOLS 
Veterans Non-Veterans 
Cases 17.00 19.00 
Possible Grade Point 3. 00 3. 00 
Highest Grade Point 2.64 3.00 
Lowest G:rade Point .oo -1. 00 
Range 2. 64 4.00 
Median 1.37 . 87 
, artile Deviation .44 . 875 
Table XXIX compares the average gr ade poi nt made by veterans and 
non-veterans in class 11 C11 schools during their first semester i n college. 
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TABLE XXX 
DIFFERENCE IN SEMESTER GRADE POINT OF VETERANS AND 
NON-VETERANS - CLASS 11 C11 SCHOOLS 
(I) 
s:: >. 
0 :a +' 
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Class 11 c11 
Veterans 17 1.37 . 44 
• 50 1.60 86 40 Vet . 
Class "C" 
Non-Veterans 19 . 87 , 875 
Table XXX shows t he di f ference in average grade point of veterans 
and non-veterans in class 11 C11 schools during their first semester in 
college , ·The difference of medians was . 5 in favor of the veterans, 
There were 86 chances in 100 t hat the veterans were superior to the non-
veterans, The difference of medians was not significant . 'rhe non-
veter ans displayed a limited superiority in the Henmon- Nelson mental 
t est which was taken i n the fall, There were 84 chances in 100 that the 
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non-veterans were superior to the veterans in intelligence. However, 
the comparison of the average grade point show that t he veterans 
excelled to a limited degree during their first semester of college 
work. 
All Veterans and All Non-Veterans 
A comparison of all veterans and all non-veterans will be 
found in this final section of Part II. There were 220 veterans and 
237 non-veterans in the group included in t he study. It should be 
remembered that all members of this group entered college fo r the 
first time in the. f all of 1946. A distribution of the vet erans and 
non-veterans among the three classes of schools is f ound in Table 
xv. Tables X:XXI-XX:X:V inclusive show the differences in achievement 
of veterans arrl non-veterans who were included in the s tudy . 
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TABLE XXXI 
ACHIEVEMENT OF VETERANS IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS 
Q) 
C) s:: Q) 
Q) C) 
·r-1 s:: Q) 
C) Q.) C) s:: 
Cl) 
(/) ·r-1 s:: 0 
C) Q) Cl) 
C) rl (/) ·r-1 rl 
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•ri 0 ·r-1 ctl 0 Cl) 
rl ..c:: rl Cl) •rl Q) 
bl) +> 0 _& C) Cl) s:: ctl ·r-1 0 Q) ctl 
[£1 !2:: m Jl. (/) ::r:: u 
Possible Score 150.00 36 . 00 120 .. 00 100. 00 40 . 00 90 . 00 - -
Highest Score 137.00 30. 00 99 . 00 86. oo 32. 00 S8 . oo 220 
Lowest Score 34. 00 2. 00 2. 00 22 . 00 7. 00 18. 00 It 
Range 103. 00 28. 00 97. 00 64. 00 25 . 00 70 . 00 II 
Median 92 . 67 14.62 41.30 42 . 31 16. 18 46 . 88 II 
Quartile Deviation 11.31 3. 68 10. 38 6. 93 3. 34 6. 87 It 




ACHIEVEMENT OF NON-VETERANS IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS 
Q) 
{.) s:: Q) 
Q) {.) 
·rl s:: Q) 
{.) Q) {.) s:: 
(/) ·rl s:: 0 
Cl) {.) Q) Cl) 
C) rl (/) •rl r-1 
·rl ctl C) Q) 
C) r-1 Cf) :z: ;:: •rl ctl I 
Cl) b.O C) r-1 s:: 
•rl 0 ·rl ctl 0 Cl) 
r-1 ;:: r-1 Cl) ·rl e Q) b.O +> 0 C) Cl) 
ctl ·rl 0 Q) ctl - r:Q p... Cf) ::i:: 0 
Possible Score 150.00 36 . 00 120. 00 100. 00 40 . 00 90. 00 - -
Hi ghest Score 137.00 36 . 00 88. 00 70. 00 28. 00 $0.00 237 
Lowest Scare 49.00 3. 00 10.00 14. 00 7. 00 19. 00 II 
Range 88. 00 33 . 00 78. 00 56 . 00 21 . 00 61. 00 II 
Median 101.40 15 . 43 46. 17 39 . 56 15.93 47. 36 II 
Quartile Deviation 11.77 4.88 12. 88 7. 54 3. 00 7. 17 11 




DI FFERENCES IN ACHIEVOO:NT OF VETERANS AND NON-
VETERANS I N THE ENTRANCE .TESTS ' 
I 
(I) 
t) s:: (I) 
(I) t) 
·rl C (I) 
t) Q) t) 
Cl) ·r-1 s:: s:: 
(I) t) (I) 0 
t) rl (/) ·r-1 (I) 
•r-1 (1j t) rl 
..c:: +> 
C) rl Cl) (I) 
(1j ·r-1 (1j 
(I) b.O C) rl I 
·rl 0 •rl (\1 s:: (I) 
rl ..c:: rl (I) ·rl (I) 
b.O +' 0 ,& C) (I) s:: •rl 0 cu 
r:,::i CQ p.. Cl) (I) 0 ::r:: 
Median (Vet. ) 92 . 67 14. 62 41.30 42 . 31 16 .18 46. 88 220 
Median (Non-Vet. ) 101.40 . 15. 43 46 .17 39 . 56 15 . 93 47 . 36 237 
Quartile 
Deviat ion (Vet. ) 11.31 3. 68 10. 38 6. 93 3. 34 6. 87 220 
Quartile 
Deviation (Non-Vet .) 11.77 4. 88 12. 88 7. 54 3. 00 7.17 237 
Difference of 
Medians 8. 73 . 81 4.87 2. 75 . 25 . 48 
Cri tical Ratio 6. 33 1.45 · 3. 55 3. 24 . 76 . 59 
Chances in 100 100 . 00 84. 00 99 . 00 98. 50 69 . 00 66 .oo 
Perc ent 
Reliability 100. 00 36 . 25 88 , 75 81. 00 19 . 00 14. 75 
In Favor Of Non- Non- Non- Vet . Vet . Non-
Vet. Vet . Vet. Vet . 
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Table XX.XIII portrays t he differences i n achievement of veterans 
and non-vet er ans in the entrance tests. The non-veterans showed super iori ty 
in English, mathematics, biological science and the mental test. The 
difference of the medians i n English was 8.73 and the critical r atio 
was 6.33. This difference was in favor of the non-veterans and was 
significant and reliable. In other words, there is virtual certainty 
that the difference will always be greater than zero and in favor of 
the non-veterans. There were 99 chances in 100 that the non-veterans 
were superior in biological science, and 98.5 chances in 100 that the 
_veterans were superior in physical science. In both of these t here was 
a strong trend toward significance. There were 66 chances in 100 that 
the non-veterans were superior t o t he veterans in i ntelligence. This 
indicated only a low degree of reliability . The difference in mathamatics 
in favor of the non-veterans, and t hat in social science in favor of the 
veterans also s howed only a low degree of reliability . 
TABLE XXXIV 
COMPARISON OF SEMESTER GRADE POI NT MADE BY VETERANS 
AND NON-VETERANS 
Veterans Non- Veterans 
Cases 220. 00 237 .00 
Possible Grade Point 3.00 3.00 
Hi ghest Grade Point 3. 00 3.00 
Lowest Grade Point -1.00 - 1.00 
Range 4.00 4.00 
Median 1.171 1.089 
Quartile Deviation • 527 . 460 
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Table XXXIV compares the average gr ade point made by veterans 
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. 082 1. 34 82 33 . 50 
Non-Veterans 237 1.089 • 460 
Table XJ:X:v shows the difference i n aver age gr ade point of 
veterans and non-veterans during their first semester i n college . 
The difference of medians was . 082 in favor of t he veterans . This 
difference was not significant. The results of the mental test i nd-
icate that there were 66 chances in 100 that t he non- veterans ex-
celled the veterans in intelligence. This was not a reliable 
difference, but did show a very slight superiority in favor of 










chances in 100 that the vet~ra..~s were superior t o the non- veterans . 
This difference was not reliable, but did i ndicate sone deg ee of 
superiority for the veterans. 
Summarizing the data i n the study of veter ans and non- veterans, 
the results of the entrance test s were s- i ght ly i n favo r of the non-
veterans. There was a significant difference in English between veterans 
and non-veterans in class 11 11 schools, and also between all vet erans and 
all non-veterans. None of the other differences of the medians were 
significant. Most of t he differences of the medians in the mental test 
were slightly in favor of the non- veterans . The only exception was in 
t he cla ss "B" schools. None of these differences were s i gnificant, 
which indicates that the g roups varied only slightly in i ntelligence . 
In s emester .grade point th ere were no significant differences in 
medians, but all differences wer e in favor of t he veterans . This shows 
that veterans excelled to a 1~ ited degree during their first semester 
of college work. 
PART III. Correlation of Ment al Test Scores with 
Subject Test Scores and with Average 
Gr ade Point 
If all other factors were equal one would expect a student 
with a high mental test score to attain a hi 5 her degree of achieve-
ment than one with a lower ment al test score. That t his is not 
always true may be due to a l ar ge variety of environmental ~nd' , per.sonal 
factors. 
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The "coefficient of correlation115 is the ratio which expresses 
the extent to which changes in one variable are accompanied by, or 
are dependent upon, changes in a second variable . In other words, the 
coefficient of correlation expresses the relationship of one ability 
to another . A perfect positive relationship is expressed by a 
correlation of 1 . 00. For example: the student with the highest 
mental score makes the highest score in a test , the student with 
tne next highest mental score makes the next highest score in the 
test , etc . A perfect negative relationshi p is indicated by a coefficient 
of correlation of -1. 00 . For example: the student with the highest 
mental test score makes t he lowest score in t he test , etc. A perfect 
positive or negative relationship is virtually i mpossible in a 
r andom sampling. A zero coefficient of correlation indicates no 
relati onship at all . 
Two coefficients of correl ation were obtained for students i n 
each of the three classes of schools, and also f or veterans and non-
veterans . A cor relation was found between the ment al test scores and 
the total scores made in the five sub j ect tests i n the entrance exam-
inations . The total score made in the entrance tests by each student 
was found , and thi s was matched with his mental test score . A 
coefficient of correlation was also found between mental test 
scores and average gr a.de point . The average grade point of each 
student was matched with his mental test score . The coefficients 
5. Henry E. Garrett , Statistics In Psychology and Education 
(New York, Longmans, Green and Company, 1939, p . 255 . 
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of correlation were obtained by means of scatter diagrams. A separate 
scatter diagram was necessar y for each coefficient of correlation t hat 
was determined, Whether or not the students included in t his study 
were t aking full advantage of their mental ability is portrayed in 




11 c 11 
Schools as a Whole 
TABLE XX.WI 
CORRELATION BETl/JEEN MENTAL TEST SCORES AND TOTAL 
SCORES IN THE ENTRANCE TESTS - SCHOOLS lili 
A WHOLE 
Cases Coeff icient of Probable 
Correlation Error 
382 ,44 . 029 
69 .49 . 061 
36 . 34 . 098 
Table XXXVI is read by b eginning at t he upper left and r eadi ng 
each line from left to ri ght across the page. 
This t able shows the correlations between mental .test scores 
and total scores in the entrance tests made by students in the 
three classes of schools. To be reasonably sure t hat at least some 
degree of correl ation greater than zero is present, an obt ained 
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coefficient of correlation should be at least four times as great as 
6 its probable error. If t he coefficient is not at least four times 
its probable error, it is not significant . In Table XXXV I the 
correlations in class nAn and "B" schools were significant . That is, 
there wa s virtual certainty that the true coefficient of correlation 
would always be positive and greater than zero. In class "C" schools 
the coefficient of correlation was .34, but it was not significant 
because it was not four times its probable error . There was a 
possibility that t he true correlation might be negative. 





TABLE XX.XV II 
DI FFERENCES I N COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BE~~IEEN 
MENTAL TEST SCORES AND TOTAL SCORES I N THE 
ENTRANCE TESTS- SCHOOLS AS A WHOLE 
Difference of Critical Chances 
Coefficients Ratio in 100 
"B" School s . 05 . 74 69 
rrcu Schools . 10 .98 75 







Table XXXVII shows that none of the differences of coeff icients 
were significant . This means that there was no certainty that the 
corr elation of any group would surpass the othe rs . Class 11 B11 students 
had the highest coefficient of correlation between mental test scores 






CORRELATION BE'I'¼'EEN MENTAL TEST SCORES AND AVERAGE 
GRADE POI NT - SCHOOLS AS A WHOLE 
Cases Co efficient of Probable 
Correlation Error 
352 . 45 . 025 
69 . 32 . 089 
36 . 66 . 067 
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Table XXXVIII shows the correlations between mental test scores 
and average gr ade point made by students in the three classes of schools. 
Students in class "C" schools had the hi ghest coefficient of correlation. 
The coefficients of correlation in class rrA 11 and "C" schools were 
significant, that is, there was virtual certainty t hat t he true coeff icient 
would always be positive and greater than zero •. The coefficient of 
correlation in class "B11 schools was not significant, b ecause it was not 
four times as great a s its probable error. There was a possibility that 




TABLE XXXI X 
DIFFERENCES IN COEFFICIENTS OF CORR'ELATION BETWEEN 
MENTAL TEST SCORES AND AVERAGE GRADE POI NT-
SCHOOLS AS A WHOLE 
Difference of. Critical Chances 
Coefficients Ratio in 100 
"B" Schools .13 1.41 83 
"C" Schools .21 2. 92 97. 5 






In Table XXXLX none of the differences of coefficients were 
significant. However, there were 97 . 5 chances in 100 that 11 C11 students 
would have ?- rugher coefficient of correlation between mental test 
scores and the average grade point than class "A" students, a m.d 
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98 chances in 100 that 11 C11 students would have a higher coefficient 
of correla~ion that 11B" students. These differences in coefficients 
were not reliable, but they did show a strong trend toward reliability . 
Class nB11 students made the best showing in the entrance tests, but 
they lagged behind in semester gr ade point. Their low coeff ici ent of 
correlation indicates t hat they probably did not appl y themselves very 
diligently during their first semester in college . 
Veterans an::l. Non-Veter ans 
The coeff icients of corr elation for veterans an::l. non- veterans 
were found between mental test scores and t otal scores i n the entrance 
tests , and between mental test scores and aver age gr ade point . S?atter 
diagr ams were used i n finding the coefficients. The procedure was the 
same as in the precedi r:g section. 
Veterans 
TABLE XL 
CORRELATION BEThJEEN MENTAL TEST SCORES AND TOTAL 
SCORES I N THE ENTRANCE TESTS- VETERANS 
Cases 












Table XL i ndicates t hat t here was v ery little difference in 
t he coefficients of_ correlation between mental test scores and t otal 
scores in the entrance tests of veterans and non- veterans . Both 
coefficients were positive and si gnificant . 
TABLE XLI 
DIFFERENCES IN COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN 
MENTAL TEST SCORES AND TOTAL SCORES I N THE 
ENTRANCE TESTS - VETERANS AND NON-VETERANS 
Difference of Critical Chances 
Coefficients Ratio i n 100 
Veterans and 





Table XLI shows that t he coefficients of correlation between 
mental test scores and total scores in the entrance tests were 
practically equal for veterans and non- veterans. There were 56 
chances in 100 in favor of the non-vet er ans, but t his showed only 
a very low degree of reliability. 
TABLE XLII 
CORRELATION BETWEEN MENTAL TEST SCORES AND AVERAGE 
GRADE POINT - VETER NS AND NON-.VE.TERANS 
· 67 












Table XLII shows t hat there was very little difference in t he 
coefficients of correlation b etween mental test scores and aver·age 
grade point of veterans and non-veterans, Both coefficients were 
positive and significant. 
TABLE XLIII 
DIFFERENCES I N COEFFICIBN'I'S OF CORRELATION BETWEEN 
MENTAL TEST SCORES AND AVERAGE GRADE POINT-
VETERANS AND NON- VErfT..illANS 
Difference of Critical Chances 
Coefficients Ratio in 100 
Veterans and 






Table XLIII indicates that there were 61 chances in 100 that _t he 
veterans would have a higher correlation that the non-veterans between 
mental test scores and average grade point . The difference was too small 
to be reliable. 'rhe results i ndicate that both groups were working at 
about the same level of mental ability. 
The fact that most of the coefficients found in Part I II were 
near .50 or below indic ate that most of the students were working f ar 
below the upper limit of their mental ability . The coeffici ents were 
considerab~y lower than experience would i ndicate that they should be . 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY A~lJ CONCLUSI ONS 
This chapter presents t he conclusions to t he probl em of the 
thesis a s stated in the Introdu.ction. The problem was t wofo ld: 
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first, to fi nd the differences in achievement, i f any, among students 
in the three classes of schools; second, to fi nd t he ef fect, if any, 
of militar y service upon achievement. The conclusions are based upon 
the data presented in Chapter II. 
The study had certain limitations which should be not ed bef ore 
going furt her. Only 457 freshmen were i ncluded in t he study. There 
were several reasons why all students classif ied as f reshmen could 
not be used. Since t his study i ncluded only t hose who enrol led f or 
the first -time in the fall of 1946, t his aut omatically eliminat ed all 
second semester freshmen. Some of those who enter ed for the f irst t i me 
in the fall of 1946 f ailed to complete al l parts of t he entrance test s. 
Others who completed t he entrance .t ests dropped out be fo re t he end of 
the semester. Only those freshmen were i ncluded i n the study who 
completed the entrance tests, and finished t hei r first s emest er i n 
col lege. However; the wri ter believes t hat t he s ampling was adequate, 
since it was made at r andom and i ncluded students from ~43 t owns and 
cities. Most of these students c ame f rom communities in the Western 
half of Kansas. 
Another limitation of the study was the relativel y small 
sampling of students from class 11 ~ 11 schools. More accurate results 
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might have been secured if a larger sampling had been possible. The 
probable error is always large when the sampling is small. However , 
the statistical procedure used made possible a correction f or the 
limited random sampling. 
The comparison of the achievement of students in the three 
clas ses of schools in the entrance tests reveals that there were no 
significant differences, although some of the differences of the 
medians showed a trend toward significance . Considering 90 chances 
in 100 or above as showing a trend toward significance , there were 
five such cases. Three of th ese were in favor of class 11 B11 students, 
two were in f avor of class 11 C11 students. Class 11 A11 students were 
slightly superior in intelligence, but not reliably so. Class 11 B11 
students did slightly better in the entrance tests. However, t he 
results of the entrance tests showed very little difference in 
achievement among students in the t hree classes of schoo~s . 
Looking at t he average gr ade point, again we f i nd no si gnif-
icant differences . Class "C" students ranked the highest, but t he 
differenc es between t heir grade point and that of the other two 
groups were not r eliable, Class "B11 students had the lowest gr ade 
point , but there was only a slight difference between the average 
grade point of students i n "A" and "B" schools. The results indicate 
that there was very little difference among students i n the three 
classes of schools i n college accomplishment. All three groups were 
doing only ~lightly better than aver age work. 
The results of t his study show that any differences in 
achievement that existed among students i n class 11 A1t, "Bu and "C" 
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schools were ver y small an:l wer e not significant. Class 11 A11 schools -
probabl y offer t he best educati onal opportunities, but the f act t hat 
class "C 11 students r anked hi ghe st i n average gr ade point demonstr'at es 
t hat t here are other factors t hat tend to l evel of f the differences 
between t he gr oups. What th ese f actors ar e is beyond t he scope of this 
t hesis. 
There has b een consi derable speculat i on in regar d to the effect 
of military service upon a chievement. Interest of t h e writ er in the 
question led to t he second part of t hi s study . The wr iter knows of 
no other such study, at least in Kansa s. 
The comparison of the ~chievement of vet erans and non- veter ans 
in the entrance t ests reveals two signif icant differences, both ' i n 
English. Non-veterans i n class '' A" schools were si gnificant ly superior 
to veterar:is in English, and t he same was true when al l veter ans were 
compared with all non-veter ans. This mi ght have t wo possible explanat-
ions: first, the long absenc e of vetera ns f rom contact with f ormal Eng-
lish instruction; second, boy s of ten make l ower gr ades i n Engli sh than 
girls because of their dislike for t he sub ject. Si nce about half of 
the non-veterans were girls t his second r eason mi ght tend to explain 
part of the di f ference •. All freshmen were not assigned to English, so 
it was i mpossible to make a comparison of t he t wo groups i n t his subj ect 
at the close of their first semester in college. 
In addition to the two significant dif ferences previously 
mentioned, there were three cases where there were 90 or more chances 
in 100 that the differences were significant. All of these were in 
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favor of the non-veterans. Two of t hese differences were found when 
veterans and non-veterans in class uA11 schools were compared, a:ai 
one when these g roups in class 11 B11 schools were compared . 
The results i ndicate t hat there were only minor differences in 
achievement between veterans and non-veter ans in the entrance tests, 
with the exception of English. 
When the average gr ade point was compared no signific ant 
differences were f ound, but the veter ans showed a slightly higher average 
i n all cases. The results show that the ~wo groups were nearly equal 
i n accompiishment during their first semest er in college . The results of 
the study also indicate t hat military service di d not have a detrimental 
effect upon achievement. Whether the differ ence between the gr oups widen-
ed might be determined by ~omparative study of succeedi ng college work . 
The f act, t hat the study demonstrates that mast ery of subject 
matter does not depend upon high school classification, does not 
constitute an argument for the lowering of standards for t he classify-
ing of high schools. The writer beli eves t hat these standards should 
be r aised, particul a rly in regar d to teacher preparation . Too many 
teachers are teaching in fi·elds in which 'they have lit tle or no preparat-
ion. This may account for t he poor showing that students make in 
certain sub j ects . Table XIV indicates t hat the students included in 
this study were particularly weak i n social sci ence. 
The correlations shown i n Part III indicate that most of t he 
s tudents were working f ar below the upper limit of their mental 
ability. The tendency to j ust '' get by'1 indicates a lack of proper 
m,ot ivat ion both in hi gh school and in college. 
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The two ~nportant conclusions reached as a result of th is study 
were: first, tha t the classification of hi gh schools had l ittl e ef fect 
upon the mastery of sub j ect matt er; second, t hat mili t ary service did 
not have a detrimental effect upon achievement. The study demonstrat es 
that it is the individual and not t he school t hat plays t he ma j or r ole 
in the det ermination of results. 

